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Today’s challanges Advanced Video Content 
Analysis
•	 stop line violation detection

•	 red light violation detection

•	 Bus lane violation detection

•	 Parking violation detection

•	 Traffic counting

Professional Traffic surveillance

Main benefits

•	 A single camera can cover multiple lanes and 
provides recognizable license plates in all 
light conditions

•	 Automatic Video Content Analysis to capture 
offending vehicles

•	 Scalable system structure up to thousands of 
cameras in one system

•	 Highly optimized, efficient violation 
management

Violating traffic rules is increasingly becoming a crucial 

problem in modern urban environments. logipix has 

the contemporary answer for how to maintain securi-

ty in everyday traffic. Fast reaction to traffic violences 

and prevention of the offenses are the keys to ensur-

ing the safety of the vehicles and even human life. 

The logipix end-to-end video surveillance system has 

been designed specifically with this in mind.
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General features and functions

1” sensor 14 MP camera 
with IR flash

•	 end-to-end system from cameras through video 

recorders to specific video management software

•	 Wide dynamic range multi-megapixel cameras of 14 

mP and beyond to monitor intersections and roads

•	 Specifically developed IR flash works integrated 

with the logiPix cameras to provide clear and 

sharp images

feaTures of The logiPix Traffic sysTems

•	 extremely detailed images for easy and accurate 

plate number recognition in every light conditions

•	 high frame rate surveillance

•	 visually lossless JPeg2000 compression standard

•	 operation over low-bandwidth networks

logiPix one can cover large areas, therefore a single 

device can monitor multiple lanes. The camera pro-

vides a high frame rate video stream with enormous 

resolution and wide dynamic range, therefore object 

tracking and video content analysis can be more accu-

rate. The camera increases the reliability level of video 

content analysis, thus automated violation detection 

methods are able to work with higher reliability.

capturing license plates at a busy junction or even on 

the highway is an easy task for logipix one, no matter 

if it’s day or night. With the specifically developed, inte-

grated IR flash, the camera offers sharp and detailed 

images of license plates in extreme situations, even 

when blinding headlights hinder the visibility condi-

tions. Among three built-in optical filters, the LOGIP-

IX ONE camera contains a movable IR pass filter that 

only lets through the valuable infra red lights to the 

sensor. The IR flash is synchronized with the camera 

and it flashes the monitored object at every recorded 

frame. its light is focusable in order to illuminate only 

the necessary area.

IR flashlogipix one
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Zone violation detections

Red light violation detection

•	 automatic vca detection of any vehicle that vio-

lates relevant zone rules (e.g.: stop sign, bus lane, 

parking place)

•	 machine recognition of plate numbers of the of-

fending vehicles

•	 automatic resolution reduction on the designated 

picture area in order to protect privacy rights

•	 manual or event triggered download of the securi-

ty footage

•	 create probative visual evidence

•	 automatic vca detection of red light violations

•	 Recognition of the plate numbers of the offending 

vehicles

•	 interfacing to government system’s database to 

identify the offender

•	 Universal interface for connection to traffic light 

controllers for ease capturing of traffic light states

•	 Providing irrefutable visual evidence

video content analysis measures the presence and the 

speed of the vehicles within a designated area and de-

tects any zone violation automatically. Besides the se-

curity footage, the system saves the vehicle’s minimum 

and maximum speeds in the zone and the time which 

the vehicle spent in the designated area. leading edge 

security cameras within the system record exception-

ally high quality images that provide an undoubted ev-

idence for the local authority.

WhAT does LoGIPIX TRAffIC  
suRVeILLAnCe offeRs

logipix engineers have developed an automatic, video 

content analysis based red light violation detection. 

With the application all red light violations are cap-

tured with ease and unmatched accuracy. The logipix 

system is able to connect to third-party license plate 

recognition software and external database to identify 

the offender.

Traffic counting
•	 vca based automatic vehicle counting

•	 accurate, reliable operation

•	 The process of the maintenance is easier in contrast 

with the installed induction loop traffic counter

•	 Monitoring traffic load in each lane

•	 Direct connection to traffic light system for dynamic 

traffic light control

The application precisely counts the crossing vehicles 

at every junction, however busy their traffic may be 

and analyzes the traffic load in the lanes. Based on the 

results, the operators are able to dynamically control 

the traffic light states and therefore efficiently manage 

the traffic flow.

2434
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case sTudy in Brief 
red light violation detection in yerevan

Motivation and solution
The capital city of armenia is yerevan. With the growth 

of the economy, the population increased as did the 

number of the vehicles, calling for a need to be able to 

register and easily enforce traffic violations in the hope 

that they would decrease as a result.

ellips ga co ltd. is the leading company in armenia 

in the security industry.  They installed the logiPix 

multi-megapixel iP surveillance system, consisting of 

480 pieces of logiPix 15mP d/n cameras, in order to 

monitor traffic violations at more than 120 traffic light 

controlled junctions in the capital city. The operator 

company, security dream, manages the multi-megapix-

el system using control center software, in every mon-

itoring center at each crossroad. The system is capable 

of storing around 1920 Tbytes of surveillance data via 

120 logipix network video recorders.

Benefits
leveraging multi-megapixel resolution logipix camer-

as, the operators can effectively monitor and register 

traffic violations. As the system of traffic lights is con-

nected to Logipix system, the state of the traffic lights 

can be displayed on the camera images. downloading 

the security footage, which provides clearly visible li-

cense plates, the operators are able to deliver video 

evidences of the offenders straight away for the rele-

vant organizations.
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solution
as the population density of modern cities increases 

to a historical high, so does the number of vehicles 

and therefore the traffic offenses caused by them. The 

main goal of the logipix system is to help managing 

the traffic flow and automatically detecting red light vi-

olations.

The entire system consists of 250 network video re-

corders being placed at every observed intersections. 

using 15mP logipix cameras, license-plates are easily 

readable on screen. operators can get clear and sharp 

images of the desired picture details. at the monitoring 

center they can work with a full resolution zoomed en-

largement because of a unique logipix application; the 

Logi-zoom function.

archived videos can be downloaded promptly by the 

operators with a specially developed control center 

function. With download delivery, operators are able 

to download a video stream to a computer immediate-

ly with a pre-defined time interval by a single click.

employees at security dream co, ltd. can easily and 

quickly deliver processed information of the traffic of-

fenders to the yerevan Police department.

In the monitoring room
operators at security dream co, ltd. were impressed 

with how easily they could retrieve evidence of the of-

fending vehicles using the logipix video management 

software. control center’s user interface is intuitive and 

has a steep learning curve. After system configuration 

was completed, the operators are and have been able 

to learn how to manage the system within an hour.

Due to the flexibility of Logipix system, the integrators 

have been able to monitor the state of the traffic lights 

at every intersection without the need of additional 

hefty financial investments. The controllers of the traf-

fic lights are connected to the Logipix Network Video 

Recorders through a zone extender, and by a dedicat-

ed software development, the state of the traffic lights 

can be viewed on the camera pictures.

Three 14 megapixel logipix one cameras and a lo-

giPix full hd PTZ are connected to each nvr. logipix 

ONEs are working synchronized with the integrated IR 

flashes and monitoring the car lanes of the intersec-

tions. The controllers of the traffic lights are connected 

to the network video recorders through an i/o panel, 

thus the states of the traffic lights can be captured as 

well.

automatic red light violation detection  
and traffic counting
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fully automatic process
LOGIPIX Traffic Surveillance System continuously re-

cords high resolution security footages of the moni-

tored intersections. if a vehicle breaks the red light rule, 

the system automatically detects it with high precision, 

creates an event which will be saved in a database, fur-

thermore it downloads 5 images of the offending vehi-

cle to a container.

as a next step, the system automatically crops the li-

cense plates from the pictures and sends them to a 

third-party license plate recognition software to iden-

tify them. The license plate recognition software sends 

back the identified data to the system which sends the 

information to the ministry of interior. The moi sends 

back the relevant information (e.g.: car type, color, etc...) 

of the vehicle based on the identified license plate. This 

information is then entered into the system’s violations 

work basket. As final step of the process the operators 

confirm these automatically created violations.

Benefits
logiPix system automatically detects all the red light 

violations in the intersections by a dedicated vca ap-

plication and counts the passing vehicles. associated 

third-party elements provide exact vehicle data of the 

offenders and finally as part of the process the viola-

tions are being approved off-line by police officers.

due to their wide dynamic range feature, logiPix one 

cameras with the help of IR flashes provide clear and 

sharp images of the license plates in even the most ex-

treme light conditions.

The automatically created violation records are pro-

cessed in an intuitive management software by the 

operators.

As the system provides traffic counting information as 

well, real-time operators in the monitoring room can 

effectively manage traffic flow.
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